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DECISION and ORDER

On July 16, 1984, the City of Hartford Professional Eaployees
Association (Association) filed with the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations (Board) a complaint (MPP-8760) alleging that the City of Hartford
(City) had engaged and was engaging in practices prohibited by the Municipal
Employee Relations Act (the Act or the MERA) in refusing to respond to the
Association's request for a copy of the Hallcrest-Craver Study. On August
28, 1984, the Association filed a complaint (MPP-8850) alleging that  the
City had engaged in practices prohibited by the Act in refusing to supply
information requested by the Association for processing a grievance.

After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken the cases were
consolidated for hearing and cane  before the .Board  for a hearing on August
14, 1985, at which the parties appeared, were represented by counsel, and
were duly heard. Both parties filed written briefs which were received by
October 17, 1985.

On the whole record before us we make the following findings of fact,
conclusions of law, and order.

Findings of Fact

Many of the findings of fact are common to both the Hallcrest-Craver
and the Sidney Greenberg cases. Those facts unique to the "Greenberg" case
are contained in findings numbered 29 through 37.



I. The City of Hartford is a municipal employer within the meaning of
the Act.

.2. The Association is an employee organization within the meaning of
the Act and at all material times has been the exclusive bargaining
representative of the unit of full-time professional employees of the City
of Hartford.

3 . The parties' collective bargaining agreement-has effective dates on
July 1, 1982  through June .30,  1985.

4. The 1982-1985  agreement provides for a job classification plan as
follows:

Section 6.4 CLASSIFICATION  PLB-EI

The City maintains a classification plan for the classifi-
cation of positions in the unit. For the purposes of this
Agreement, the classification plan shall be the one in effect
on the effective date of this Agreement. The classification
plan consists of class specifications, class relationship.
material and other related materials. c

Any differences, disputes or controversy concerning the
classification of individual positions in the bargaining unit
shall be resolved t‘nrough  tine grievance procedure at the third
step; provided, however, t:hat  grievances involving requests
for reclassification from one existing classification in the
bargaining unit may be submitted thereafter to arbitration.'

(Ex. 2)

5 . Step 3 of the Grievance Procedure (Article II) provides as follows:

Step 3. If the grievance is not resolved in Step 2, the
employee or the Union representative shall present it to the
Director of Personnel within 10 working days after the
decision of the department head is received.

If requested by the employee or the Union or if the
Personnel Director or his designs-Led  representative determines
that a meeting is required nith the interested parti,es,  such
meeting will take place no later than IO working days after
the receipt of the grievance and in any case, the Director of
Personnel shall render his decision in writing within 20
working days of receipt of the grievance.

(Ex. 2)

6. In 1982  or 1983  the City commissioned the consulting firm of
Hallcrest-Craver to conduct a job classification study and salary survey of
all City positions.

7 . The "Hallcrest-Craver"  study included several documents which in
toto  make recommendations for the titles of job classifications, descriF
ss of duties, training, experience and recommended salary for each
classification.
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8 . The l'Hallcrest-Craverw.study  issued in or about May 1983.

9 . By June 1983, the Hallcrest-Craver study became available to some
department heads, supervisors and personnel analysts.

1 0 . The practice at all times material to the instant case has been
for personnel analysts to investigate certain employee requests for
reclassification and to make a recommendation to the Directqr  of Personnel
concerning granting or denying the request.

11. The personnel analysts act pursuant to provision 3.2E  of the City
Personnel rules, which state that in certain circumstances the Director
shall cause a "position to be reexamined as to duties and
responsibilities...f*.*

12. Ordinarily the personnel analyst makes his recommendation in
writing. The form of the recommendation varies according to the analyst and
the particular case, ranging from one sentence to a detailed report with
supporting facts and rationale.

13. The Director of Personnel makes the decision about whether to
grant a reclassification of an employee, sometimes agreeing and sometimes
disagreeing with the recommendation, often without written explanation.

.
.14. By at least June or July 1983, some personnel analysts began

referring to the Hallcrest-Craver studies in their reclassification evalu-
ations, particularly when they reviewed requests which had been held in
abeyance while the study was anaited.

15. By at least June 21, 1983, the Personnel Director had a form
letter referring to the incorporation of the Hallcrest-Craver recommendation
in the review of a reclassification request.

16. Analysts expressly used the Hallcrest-Craver study.in  no more than
ten employees' requests.

17. As late as November or December 1983, analysts' reports cited the
Hallcrest-Craver study. There is no evidence of the last occasion when
analysts cited it expressly, but neither is there any evidence that it was
ever used directly by analysts after December 1983.

18. In November or December 1983, Assistant Corporation Counsel Maria
Cone advised the Assistant Personnel Director not to allow the personnel
analysts to continue 'to use the Hallcrest-Craver report.

19. To date of hearing, the Hallcrest-Craver plan had never been
officially adopted, and under City policy should not have been used.

* The employeels "department head" first makes a recommendation concerning
the request, a recommendation which is forwarded to the personnel office.
A determination is then made of which "requests for reexamination will be
investigated."
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20. In a letter of June 29,:1983,  City Manager Woodrow  Wilson Gaitor
originally wrote to the Association that all unions would receive a copy of
the Hallcrest-Craver Report (Apparently this was in response to an Associa-
tion request for the report).

21. In December 1983, the Association requested a copy of the
Hallcrest-Craver study.*

22. A few days later, on December 9, 1983, the City declined the
Association's request based on the fact that these salary schedules were
unapproved, tentative proposals and stated:

"When  and if the City determines that implementation of
the results of the study either in whole or in part is
warranted, any proposed changes in CHPEA classifications or
salaries will be communicated to your union for collective
bargaining purposes.++

23. On April IO, 1984, the Association, noting use of the Hallcrest-
Craver study, again requested a copy.

24. On April 16, 1984, the City again declined the request based on
the absence of a decision to implement the study.

25. The instant complaint in Case No. MPP-8760 (Hallcrest-Craver) was
filed in July 1984.

26. At a staff meeting for professional employees in December 1984,
the Personnel Director issued a verbal directive that the study no longer be
used in reclassification studies. .

27. The Hallcrest-Craver report is lengthy and made up of several
components. Currently these may not all be compiled in one place, and it
may be somewhat difficult to amass the components and present the study.

28. Although there was testimony that the study was under revision, it
was not clear if the revision referred to was solely by the City or partly
by the Hallcrest-Craver firm.

29. On August 16, 1983, unit employee Sidney Greenberg sought
reclassification (and change in salary) from Senior Administrative Analyst
to Building Manager, claiming he already had such responsibilities. He
cited the Hallcrest-Craver study as confirming the grounds for his request.

30. In August 1983, both Greenberg's immediate supervisor and his
department head stated on the reclassification request form that the salary
should be based on the Hallcrest-Craver recommendation.

* While the City sought to distinguish the Hallcrest-Craver ++report++  from
the Hallcrest Craver "study++,  we use both terms interchangeably to refer to
the substantial, detailed, written end-product with its various components
including job descriptions, classification and compensation plans which was
supplied by Hallcrest-Craver in or after May 1983 in full or partial conclu-
sion, of its study.
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31. On June 29, 1984, a senior personnel analyst addressed a letter to
Greenberg stating that the request had been "reviewed by the Personnel
Department" and denied.

32, The Association filed a grievance concerning the denial of
reclassification.

33. The grievance is awaiting hearing at the third step and has been
held in abeyance due to the pendency  of the prohibited practice complaint in
Case No. MPP-8850.

34. According to the provisions of Article 6.4, quoted above, the
third step is the last step because the desired classification is outside
the bargaining unit. The third step is a hearing before the Personnel
Director or his representative.

35. The Association requested that it be given a copy of any personnel
analyst's report that was allegedly presented to the Personnel Director, and
the City denied the request.*

36. There was a written recommendation concerning Greenberg made by a
personnel analyst to the Personnel Director.

37. The personnel analyst recommended that'Greenberg  not be
reclassified, but the record evidence did not establish whether or not the
recommendation contained an explanation, rationale or detailed report.

38. Personnel Director Geary testified that he didn't think he could
bar the testimony of a personnel analyst at a third step grievance hearing
concerning his recommendation of a reclassification request.

Conclusions of Law '

1 . An employer's duty to supply information to a union in its role as
collective bargaining representative includes tne duty to supply information
relevant to a specific provision of the collective bargaining agreement
which the union must police and administer..

2. The flHallcrest Craver (1 report was relevant to Section 6.4 of t:*e
1982-1985 agreement concerning reclassifications; thus the City has a duty
to supply the report to the Association.

3. The City violated the duty to bargain in good faith when it refused
to supply the "Hallcrest  Craver" report.

* The Association also asked for a copy of Greenberg's "request for
reclassification", and in its brief asserts that the instant complaint was
based on the failure to supply the "Greenberg request"  or the personnel
analyst's report. However, no other evidence, details or arguments were
provided about the copy of the "Greenberg request." Thus we do not treat it
as an issue for us to address.
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4* The personnel analyst'sreport  concerning Sidney Greenberg was
relevant to Section 6.4 of the contract concerning reclassifications and to

Greenberg's pending grievance.

5..  The City violated the duty to bargain in good faith when it refused
to supply that personnel analyst's report. .

Discussion

The principles governing both of these cases are contained in the body
of law setting forth the duty of an employer to provide information to a
union acting in its role as collective bargaining representative. Connecti-
cut's case law has generally paralleled federal case law. As stated in West
Hartford Board of Education V.  Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations,
190 Conn. 235 (1983)*, the duty to bargain in good faith

. ..requires an employer to provide relevant information that
is needed by the representative for the proper performance of
his duties. Detroit Edison Co. v. NLRB, 440 U.S. 301, 303,
99,S.Ct.  1123, 59 L.wRB  v. Acme Industrial

385 U.S. 432, 435-35, 87 S.Ct. 565, 27 L.Ed.2d  495
f%7). That obligation extends beyond the period of con-
tractual negotiations to the union's need for information
while administering and policing the contract. NLRB v.  Acme
Industrial Co., supra, 436; Western Massachusetts Electric
Co. v.  NLRB, 589 F.2d  42,  46 (1st Cir. 1978). Whetner  infor-
mation is relevant to the representative's duties during this
time period depends upon the factual circumstances of each
case. NLRB v. Truitt Manufacturing Co., 351 U.S. 149, 153:
54, 76 S.Ct. 753, 100 L.Ed. 1027 (1956).

x x x

The determination of whether information is relevant is
not a decision on the merits of the contractual claim stated
in the grievance. NLRB v.  Acme' Industrial Co., supra, 437.
It is analogous to a discovery examination where the matters
in dispute between the parties are not as well determined as
at trial and where courts therefore follow a more liberal
rel,>vancy standard. Id., 437 n.6. An employer, then, must
furnish information to the union even when it appears that
the grievance filed is without merit provided it is probably
relevant to the grievance and would be of use to the union in
fulfilling its statutory duties. Id., 437-38.

Our other decisions describe additional aspects of this duty that are
relevant to the instant cases. Wage or related information is presumptively
relevant, although sometimes management can rebut that presumption. Unless
the information is presumptively relevant, a union has the burden of showing

* That case involved the Teachers Act (The Act Concerning School Board-
Teacher Negotiations, Conn. Gen. Stat. 10-153a  et seq.), but it is equally
applicable to the M.E.R.A.



that the requested information is relevant to an identified provision of the

Hartford Boz
Board of Educatior

contract. State of Connecticut, Decision No. 2155 (2982) citing West
rd of Education, Decision No. 1826 (1979), aff'd  West Hartford

1 v. Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations. SUDI
City of Milford, Decision No, 1803 (1979). This relationship to*
tual pr

a
-?a, and

contrac-
bovision brings into play the-union's continuing responsibility to

administer and police its contract. It is a responsibility which gives rise
to the employer's duty to provide information even when there is no pending
grievance or ongoing negotiations. City of Milford, supra. We reiterate
that the standard of relevancy is a liberal one, akin to that governing the
rules of discovery in a civil suit. West Hartford Board of Education,
Decision No. 1826, supra.

We turn now to applying these principles to each of the instant cases.

The wHallcrest-Craverw  case - Case No. ~~~‘-8760.

It is undisputed that the Association requested the Hallcrest-Craver
study but the requests were refused by the City. Thus the sole issue is
whether the City had a duty to supply the Hallcrest-Craver study.

The matter is readily resolved by interplay of several facts. Most
important, the study was actually used by the personnel department in
determining the reclassification requests of several employees. Also, at
one point it was incorporated into the system for processing requests (e.g.,
supervisors 1 reference to study, reference to Hallcrest-Craver study in form
.letter denying reclassification requests). Article 6.4 of the contract
deals directly with reclassification and clearly provides that they are
grievable. Tne substance of the Hallcrest-Craver report included a detailed
analysis of job descriptions and classifications. It seems fundamental that
the standard actually used to assess job reclassification requests was
relevant to the Association which, like the City, had to assess the validity
of claims for reclassification in administering and policing Article 6.4
generally and in relation to existing'or potential grievances. Thus,
clearly, the requirements of "relevance" to a contract provision referred to
in State of Connecticut, supra, have been met. The Association is entitled
to the Hallcrest-Craver report.

We note that since the more stringent requirements of relevance to a
contractual provision have been met, we need not decide whether the
requested report was presumptively relevant because it involved wage data or
data concerning "the core of tne employer-employee relationship." Curtis
Wright Corp. v. NLRB, 347 F.2d  61  (3d Cir. 1965).

It is not controlling, as the City would have us conclude, that the
Hallcrest-Craver study was never officially adopted or implemented by the
City and therefore was perhaps used in contravention of City policy. That
cannot negate the fact that it was used and thus was directly relevant to
the Association's administration of the contract. We are also not persuaded
that any characterization of the Hallcrest-Craver study as a l'source  docu-
ment" or "guideline" or "incorporated into their own system" would dictate a
different conclusion. A document as tangible as this one, as readily and
directly used, surely carried sufficient weight to become a factor which the
Association should have knowledge of if it is to administer the contract
properly.
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Although it has been some tiltle since the Hallcrest-Craver study was
used directly in making reclassification decisions, release now 5s still
appropriate, given its actual use at the time of the Association's request..
As the Association .aptly  points out in its brief, in our prior cases orders.
to supply information have not been withheld due to the passage of time.
(We need not reach the question of whether in the absence of actual use of
the report there would be any duty to supply it simply as relevant 9esource
material" useful to an evaluation of any employee's reclassification
request.) However, we do not base our decision on the Association's tenuous
argument that the release is warranted because analysts may now be using
information retained in their heads from the Hallcrest-Craver report.

As the City points out, there is precedent for the principle that a
party may be absolved of the responsibility to supply information where to
do so may be unduly burdensome. NLRB v. Tex Tan, Inc., 318 F.2d  472, 53
LRRM 2295 (CA 9 1963); Stamford Board of Ed., supra. However, the arguments
and testimony failed to convince us that there is anything unduly burdensome
here. The fact that the report is in several segments, is lldisorganizedlf
and must be compiled does not rise to the level of making it "unduly
burdensome" to supply. At most there are file cabinets, not rooms, full of
material. Nor has the City demonstrated to us that 'there is any real harm
in its release. We also doubt that its release will squelch the creativity
of those who are revising it, assu;eing arguendo, that tnat  would be a factor
appropriate to our consideration in this case. The report will necessarily
be received by the Association for w,hat  it is - a document used in several
instances, not officially adopted, and in the process of revision.

Accordingly, we order that the City provide access to the entire
Hallcrest-Craver report and copies of any and all portions requested'by the
Association. Since the 1983-1934  requests for information apparently there
have been revisions in the Hallcrest-Craver study. Because it is counter-
productive to bargaining and grievance processing to supply information that
could be misleading due to subsequent.changes, we order that the City supply
the Hallcrest-Craver Report and any revisions or updates. The revisions
should be appropriately identified.

The "Greenberg" case - Case Ko. MPP-8850.

In contrast to the Hallcrest-Craver case, which requests broad
information for a general use, the Greenberg case is one requesting specific
information for a specific use. The written personnel analyst's report or
recommendation is requested for use prior to the third step grievance
hearing. The issue is whether it is relevant. We find that it is clearly
relevant and since we also find no countervailing consideration to justify
the City withholding it, we order it released.

If, as the City urges, the Association has the burden in the grievance
procedure to show that the grievant should have been reclassified, .we find
it especially inappropriate to exclude data and information which might aid
the Association's case. Access to the personnel analyst's report could
supply knowledge of the ingredients of the decision plainly relevant to the
merits of reclassification. If, for example, a personnel analyst's report
relies on factors which have not been uniformly applied, a union may wish to
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point to such to buttress its argument-for  reclassification. We also note
that such information zay serve to demons trate to the union the weakness of
a case and disposition of the grievance.

Fhile  it is the Personnel Director who nakes the final decision
concerning reclassification, and he or she zay  sake  a,decision  at odds with
the analyst's recoznmendstion, it would be illogical to dismiss the analyst's
recomendation  as wholly  irrelevant. It zust  be written for a purpose, and
it is safe to presume that the Rersonnel  Director usually considers it, even

if rejecting the conclusions. Ve do not read our prior decisions, such as
West  Hartford, surra, cited by the City, as reouiring that the Association
shoi;  that the analystIs  report was relied upon-to  justify release of the
inforoation. The Association need only  show it could - or perhaps should -
have been a factor. Only  upon receipt  of the report can the Association
assess the role of the analyst's report.

We wish to address the City's argument that it need not supply this
infornation  to tine Association since all the.circumstances  of the Greenberg
case can be fully explored at the 3rd step hearing. There seems to be some
relationship between this ar,vent  and ?er-n-=V~.nel  Director Geary's  testimony
that he didn't think the personnel  analyst's testimony about his recommenda-
tion could be barred at tine 3rd step hearing. The point of informatign
relevant to a grievance is t'nat  it be available in preparation for
processing a grievance , giving the union the opportunity to construct its
theory, testimony  and other evidence. Xe have been given no reason to delay
the "discovery" process luntil  the hearing, Such runs contrary to logic of
preparation and a unioh's  reasoned considers---tion  of the merits  of the griev-
ance, and is particularly disadvantageous given the fact that in Greenberg's
case the 3rd step terminates  t1he grievance procedure. We are uroersunded61L

that  these concepts, which are f.adanental  to the duty to supply inforca-
.tion,  should be limited due to any argued curtailing of analysts' creativity
occasioned by opening up tne process.

O R D E R

By virtue of and pursuant to the poxer vested in the Connecticut State
Board of Labor Relations by Xunicipal  Enployee Relations Act, it is hereby

ORDERED, that the City of Hartford shall

I . (a) Cease and desist fron  its failure and refusal to
provide to the Association the "Ballcrest-Craver"
report.

(b) Cease and desist from its failure and refusal to
supply a copy of t'ne  full Rersonnel  Analyst's
Report or Recomendation  concerning Sidney
Greenberg or copies of such analyst's recommenda-
tion concerning other reclassification requests.

I I . Take the following affiruative action which the Board finds kill
effectuate the purposes of the Act:
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(4 Provide the Association promptly 'with access to the
Hallcrest-Craver report and any subsequent revisions
as well as copies of'any and all portions requested
by the Association. ( T he order applies to the report
as defined in our footnote to paragraph number 21,
Findings of Fact.)

b)

(4

(d)

. . .

Provide the Association immediately with a copy of
the full personnel analyst report or recommendation
concerning Sidney Greenberg.

,

Post immediately and leave posted for a period of
sixty (60) consecutive days from the date of posting,
in a conspicuous place where the employees
customarily assemble, a copy of this Decision and
Order in its entirety; and

Notify the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations
at its office in the Labor Department, 200 Folly
Brook Boulevard, Wethersfield, Connecticut, within
thirty (30) days of the receipt of this Decision and
Order, of the steps taken by the,City  of Hartford to
comply therewith.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

BY s/ Cornelius .J. Scanlon
, Cornelius J.  Scanlon

s/ Margaret A. Lareau
Margaret A. Lareau

s/ Ann M. McCormack
Ann M. McCormack
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